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Sundown Retreat Rally, Hurunui, April 2015
A group of a dozen or more Canterbury
members attended the Sundown rally held
recently at the Balmoral Reserve in Hurunui.
This rally is a good last blast of the good
weather, and is regularly attended by TOMCC
NZ South Island members.
After a few quiet ones on Friday night, a
chilly Saturday morning dawned, and a few of
us decided on a ride up to Hanmer Springs for
lunch. On returning, we found that a member
(I won’t mention his name) had a call from
his wife to advise of a $10,000 windfall on a
2 week old lotto ticket. We’re still waiting for
the shout!
A few drinks later, we set about scratching
together a team to enter into some of the
organised activities. The previous night with
a few drinks on board everyone was keen
to enter a TOMCC team into the human
Foosball competition, but come time we had
to pressure a few reluctant souls into the
fray. We finally got enough members in to
compete with a team of 6, consisting of Wayne
Woodward, Chris Reid, Al Campbell, Darryl
Woodward, Kelvin Broadhurst and myself.
After a first up win against a semi-finalist,
we were straight into the final, where we
again showed our considerable skills and
athleticism by winning the game reasonably
comfortably in the end, to be crowned
inaugural 2015 Sundown Retreat Foosball
Champions. We lined up for our trophies and
gold medals which was all a bit of fun.
Of the other activities, Kelvin made an
attempt on the cinnamon eating competition,
only to fail with an explosion of red dust
from his nose. Of the various throwing
competitions, I managed a win in the helmet
toss. Unfortunately none of our members
were able to take a prize in the bike
competitions.
Back at the TOMCC NZ village, with us
all gloating about our great Foosball victory, a
camera drone appeared hovering a few metres
above our marquee. Within seconds one of the
members (lets just say his first name starts
with Al!) dropped his pants and spread his
cheeks. That shining moon can now be seen
on YouTube. Chris Reid meanwhile prepared
his famous Irish stew, which when ready did
not last long at all.
A total fire ban in the area this year meant
a couple of cold nights without the usual large
fires to stand around, however the organisers
did their best to keep the drinkers warm with
good entertainment, good food, cold beer and
bourbon.
Another good rally and I think only one
speeding ticket picked up by a member.
Terry McIntyre
TOMCC NZ, Canterbur

TOMCC NZ, Canterbury
– Hurunui Foosball
Champions 2015

Gentlemen, take your positions
and let play commence !
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The 2015 Mad Farmer’s Tour – Where have all the Farmers gone?
The meeting place for the commencement of
this year’s Farmer’s Tour was to be the BP
station in Cambridge but the build up to this
year’s tour was a bit different. Jocelyn had
to pull out because of bike issues, then Sue
D had to urgently fly to the UK as her mum
was in poor health, next was Eric and Sue (coorganisers) who had to pull out to deal with a
serious problem with some cows (you need
to ask a farmer the technical term). Then out
of the blue on the night before the ride the
Farmer himself (ride patron) withdrew discovering he was the only one left on the farm
so had to stay to do the milking.
Back to Cambridge, and the group was
gathering at the BP station but no Kerry and
Brenda. This was going to be interesting as
Ray was now the only one who knew where
we were to stay but he had no idea what roads
we were meant to take. With only minutes to
go before the leaving time a txt was received
from Kerry “where are you guys”? “BP
Cambridge” was the reply, “where are you”,
“Leamington”. As our group was the largest
Kerry and Brenda had to pop over from BP
Leamington to Cambridge to join us. The
tour group now comprised of Pete & Sue (51
T-Bird), Tony (2014 T-bird), Bryan D (2010
T-Bird) Trev (2014 T100), Rob & Selina (2006
Rocket), Judi (T100), Pete (2014 T100) Geoff
& Jo (69 Bonnie), Ray & Maxine (79 T140D),
Mike G (750 Norton Combat), Neville
(T-Bird) & Jo (2010 Tiger).
Kerry provided the ride briefing and
soon enough we headed south out through
Leamington twisting our way around a
few country roads in bright sunshine. We
weren’t far into the ride when there was a
miscalculation and Kerry nearly missed a left
hand turn. The stop was too quick for Ray’s
two up T140 and he sailed by under brakes.
Trev saw it all unfold in front of him and had
to lock up to miss Kerry & Brenda with a nice
cloud of blue tyre smoke and flat spot on the
rear tyre. He soon controlled the sideways
drift and pulled up further up the road beside
Ray and Maxine. Well done Trev, great bike
control. The group reformed around the
corner and were off again.
We headed past Lake Arapuni straight
into a dense fog which cleared just before
Whakamaru. Man it got cold with everyone
talking about the great scenery – yeh right!
A hot pie and gas at Whakamaru and
we were off again down SH 32 to Kuratau
Junction. On this section of road we saw a
couple of dickheads in hard tops passing the
group and generally making a nuisance of
themselves. At the junction we turned right
to head over the Saddle road to Taumarunui.
The fog was still trying to hang around in
patches so the view from the top was okay
but we couldn’t see the mountain.
Taumarunui was our refuelling and lunch
stop and we pulled up to the training café,
or as we now know a café where people are
training. Let’s say most of them are early
into their training. Pete was busy chatting
up the locals and Sue watched carefully as he

showed us all his real estate selling skills, our
Pete is a true charmer, she was putty in his
hands. Kerry called 5 minutes and announced
that this is our last fuel stop for over 150kms
so everyone gassed up. We were off to the
Forgotten Highway.
Oddly enough during our stay in
Taumarunui we had gained the attention of
the local law who observed us from a safe
distance and turned to follow us as we left but
lost interest when we turned to head toward
the Forgotten Highway.
The plan here was to hit the gravel road
and regroup at Joshua Morgan’s grave site.
Gravel, sorry did I say gravel? More like
clay and pot holes. The group flew past
the grave site and eventually stopped to
regroup at the tunnel about 20kms short of
the Whangamomona Hotel. There was a bit
of a wait at the tunnel as some took a bit of
time to navigate the pot holes. With everyone
gathered the photographic evidence was
taken and with headlights on we set out for
the Hotel and a well-earned beer.
After the Hotel H&S briefing everyone
was allocated their rooms and unpacked then
returned to the bar for a wee bit of social
time. Rob & Selina and Pete & Sue got onto
the pool table and played the night away…
nicccccee!
Ray and Trev caught up with some old
friends – John & Rose Machon who moved to
Stratford several years back after he sold the
Awakino Hotel. John had spotted us earlier
in the day riding through the highway and he
knew we would stop at the Hotel so hauled in
to catch up. Others propped the bar up whilst
the rest took over the seats around the fire
place. It wasn’t a late night by any means with
most departing for bed around 10:00pm and
everyone was still reasonably sober.
The morning showers were a challenge
running too hot then too cold then no water
pressure, perseverance paid off in most cases.
Everyone was off downstairs for breakfast
with some heading out to defrost the bikes.
Today’s plan was to ride through to Stratford
for a morning coffee, en-route we hoped to
call by our mate John’s property just to say hi.
The day was another classic with blue
skies being visible through the fog. The bikes
were pushed closer to the sun at the front of
the hotel and Kerry briefed us as care was
needed over the next section of road through
and the three saddles we had to cross. It was
an enjoyable early morning ride through the
hills. Ray lead into Stratford looking for John
& Rose’s house but rode straight past it not
spotting John in his driveway.
We stopped for fuel in Stratford with
Geoff and Jo indicating they had the most
economical bike using less than most – on the
‘69 Bonnie, a pretty good effort really. Our
mate John rolled in on his BMW – he and one
of his mates were off to Mokau to get some
whitebait.
Refreshed with the morning coffee and
something to eat we headed out of town in the
direction of Wanganui (okay Whanganui) but
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Nice T140D Special
and refreshments at
Whangamomona

turned right and headed toward Opunake and
a thundering west coast. I spotted the turnoff
to Dawson Falls but that is another story for
a quiet day.
There was a short section of gravel and
a lighthouse before continuing into New
Plymouth to Sporty’s bar for lunch. It had
been a nice ride but the head wind was
getting up. The pub was well prepared for
us and everyone enjoyed lunch and a couple
of drinks before departing for Mokau where
Trev also wanted to purchase a whitebait
fritter. Some of the group got nervous looking
skyward and decided to don the wet weather
gear.
Following the Mokau stop we headed
for Poi Poi where we were told to refuel as
this was the last fuel for over 100kms. Here
we turned left in Poi Poi and very scenic
ride through the hills. It also provided a few
challenges as quiet a number were nearly
caught out by loose gravel and unmarked road
works. Pete and Sue on the old T-bird had to
take evasive action and head up a driveway
instead of taking on the loose gravel covered
corner.
We pulled into the Waitomo Caves village
stopping at the Kiwi Paka back packers to book
in for the night. Pretty good accommodation
for the cost and Neville and Jo even had their
unit upgraded as their unit was still a mess
from the night before. We all agreed to meet
down at the local pub, Curly’s Bar for dinner.
The single guys had headed down earlier to
check the place out.
Some of the group had already eaten and
Bryan indicated that the ribs were the meal of
the day washed down with a couple of pints of
the pub’s finest. Mike posed in front of a huge
plate of ribs & chips and a piece of lettuce as
he was trying to indicate to the wife that he
was eating healthily whilst away on tour!
The only local entertainment at this Bar
turned out to be the CCTV system which
was recording both the Men’s and Women’s
Toilets and what happens in these rooms.
The group of course had some fun with this
and Pete, Neville and Jo all got the brunt of
this fun as they used the toilets but the bar
staff wouldn’t share the footage on the big
screen. – continued on page 4

The 2015 Mad Farmer’s Tour – Where have all the Farmers gone?

The Mad Farmer’s Team at Waitomo

So what is a collective noun for a group of Bonnies: A bunch of Bonnies? A brace of
Bonnies? As this is a picture of some of our keen female Tauranga members – Jos,
Judi, and Tracey out doing what we do best – maybe it should be a bevy of Bonnies !!!
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Where have all the
Farmers gone?
– continued
But readers I hear you – why the “f...k”
do they record the action in the toilets?
Apparently it’s to prevent what was happening
in the ladies. We couldn’t get any more info
and believe me we tried very hard to discover
more.
After a few more drinks it was back to the
accommodation for most of us. The rain was
starting – a bad omen for the next day. Some
in the certain single gent’s room stayed on to
drink and then took a bottle of rum back to
their room. A few of them looked a little worse
for wear in the morning but over breakfast it
looked like Tony was the only sensible one
who had seemed to avoid the chaos.
Breakfast was a very slow process, poor
old Kerry & Brenda were the last served
after a very very long wait. It started raining
as we headed up the hill to the old original
Waitomo Hotel behind where we stayed for
the group photo. It was continually raining
now as the bikes and riders posed for the
photo. Kerry outlined what the ride was for
the day and provided the option for the group
to head in the quickest direction home so
it was farewells as everyone headed off in
different directions for home.
485 miles was covered by Ray and Maxine
on the D on another classic Farmers run
without the Farmer. Thanks to Kerry &
Brenda and Eric & Sue for organising the
weekend, you did a great job.
Trev and Ray have put up their hand for
2016 looking to pull together a best of the
best with a twist. Hmmm wonder what that
means.
Ray & Maxine
TOMCC NZ, Waikato & BoP

The Canterbury branch recently donated club membership to Andy and Teresa Burchall, the owners of First
European, the local Triumph dealers in Christchurch. Andy kindly lets us use the customer lounge at First
European for the monthly management committee meetings and assists us to promote the club to Triumph
customers. From left National President Wayne Woodward, Andy & Teresa Burchall and Canterbury Area
Co-ordinator Pete Free.

The Members and
Committee of TOMCC NZ
welcome the following
new members to our club
Paul Holdom
Nicholas Hewer-Hewitt
Matthew Shove
Gary Tipler
Calvin Broadhurst
Michael Shepherd
Peter Hyde
Jo Wilson
Kenneth Goodwin
Mark James
Lisette Spall
Tony Coakley
Richard Steeman
Alan Church
John Cochrane
Wayne Pearson
Wayne Hughes
Ken Andrew
Ken Williams
TJ Koia
Ross Maindonald
Andy Burchall
Teresa Burchall

Auckland
Wellington
Christchurch
Upper Hutt
Christchurch
Muriwai Beach
Tauranga
Ngaruawahia
Dunedin
Hamilton
Mosgiel
Mangawhai
Christchurch
Auckland
Invercargill
Amberley
Dunedin
Christchurch
Kaiapoi
Christchurch
New Plymouth
Christchurch
Christchurch
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The 100th Commemoration of ANZAC Day

We stopped in Waverley opposite
the Clock Tower monument . . . all 70 of us.
Wanganui Ulysses planned to celebrate the
100th commemoration of the landing at Gallipoli by riding 100 kilometres in about 100
minutes. The ride was open to all bikers.

The TOMCC Wanganui chapter got in
behind this ride with 14 members registering for the ANZAC Day event. Some
members has already attended the dawn
service.
The public also got behind the day
with over 70 bikes lining up for the get
go from Majestic Square in the centre
of the CBD at 11 30am. The route was
via Brunswick, Maxwell, Waverely and

Patea, with the ride ending at the South
Taranaki RSA in Hawera.
Each waypoint has a War Memorial.
Riders and pillions were asked to look for
their surname (or maiden name) at each
Memorial, with a prize to be awarded
to the person who was most frequently
represented on the WWI lists. For the
record, those names were Anderson and
Davidson.
Once at the RSA in Hawera, we were
welcomed by a local kaumatua, and then
sat down to hearty ANZAC tucker. Think
chips baked beans sausages and bread.

The riders were asked during the ride
briefing to reflect on the reason we had
assembled. That mood of reflection was
a significant aspect of the day.
The ride ended at Hawera, so riders
returned home in Taranaki, Manawatu,
Horowhenua and Wanganui at their reflective leisure.
The ride was blessed with beautiful
weather, blue sky, and calm.
Lance Nixon
TOMCC NZ, Wanganui

Not lost, just reflecting and regrouping.

For those struggling to get a leg over. Having trouble turning the kick starter? Help is at hand!
TOMCC NZ has two Facebook pages to assist
members with the objectives of the TOMCC NZ:

find us on

Triumph Owners Motor Cycle Club New Zealand
TOMCC New Zealand
For the members not belonging to a Chapter you
are now able to participate with existing Chapters in
sharing with and assisting members in all things that
TOMCC NZ has to offer. Young or old so long as you
can hit the start button you are in !

TOMCC NEW ZEALAND

Reach for the starter button now and be part of the legend.
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Black Sand Tour to Gillespies Beach, June 2015

The tour party at our destination –
Gillespies Beach.

I worship the road
you ride on.

Scenic delights on a beautiful West Coast day.
One shot too many ?

Helping hand for
a stuck Tiger.

Photos for this issue of Triumph Times were kindly provided by: Lloyd Williams, Judi Nightingale,
John Witherington, Terry McIntyre, Trevor Lau, Ray Hayward and Ken Spall
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Black Sand Tour to Gillespies Beach, June 2015

Once more our Vice President and Otago & Southland Area Coordinator created another successful southern adventure over this
year’s Queen’s Birthday weekend.
In spite of forgettable weather conditions on Saturday and coming
home on Monday, the ride in bright West Coast sunshine on Sunday up
to Gillespies Beach was just perfect.
John had organised excellent and good value accommodation at the
Haast Lodge for the four of us – John from Invercargill, Wayne from
Christchurch, and Paul and myself from Dunedin.
The meals in the local pub were good, as was the company,
particularly on Saturday evening. We had made friends with a young
German tourist who insisted on plying us with shots after shots of

Jägermeister. The next morning was a bit of a struggle but after a
good breakfast the road beckoned and with the day clearing nicely we
headed north.
Arriving in Fox Glacier we all enjoyed an outdoor lunch before
heading towards the coast to take on a very winding twisty gravel road.
This eventually took us through to the remains of the historic gold
workings on Gillespies Beach. Remote and not easy to reach but on a
good day well worth a visit. On the way through we were also able to
appreciate stunning views of the snow-covered Southern Alps.
Thanks to John for organising another excellent trip.
Ken Spall
TOMCC NZ, Otago & Souhtland

Motorcycle Review: What’s (not) to like
about the Royal Enfield 500 Bullet.
When British production of the Royal Enfield
500 Bullet ended in 1965, all production was
taken over by the factory in India. The modern bullet hasn’t changed much since, proving
that if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. Instead, leave
that job for the customer.
Having spent about 500 miles on the bike
on Indian roads, I feel well placed to provide
an unbiased review.
The 500cc fuel injected engine provides
nearly 26 horsepower, which is enough to
pull the skin off your rice pudding in the first
two gears. You may feel that such an engine
should be capable of more power, but you
should resist the urge to look around for the
person who might be stealing it. Yes, he got
your passport and cash from your money belt,
but even he doesn’t know where the power is
hidden on a Royal Enfield.
There is no tachometer fitted or required,
as at idle the RPM can be counted audibly.
Maximum RPM arrives some 500 revs later.
Any higher than that and the bike goes into
test mode. It will test any loose bolts or
poor frame welds that might be present by
shaking them free of the bike. The single cylinder engine provides a torque curve which
helps deliver two discreet massage zones on
the bike. At low revs, the seat will vibrate,
sending your arse, snag and dusters into a
numbing sleep. The numbness eventually
travels down to your toes, letting you know
it’s time to shift to the second massage setting. This is achieved by selecting a lower
gear and increasing the engine speed. The

level of noise will now increase significantly
and allegedly, so will the power. At higher
revs, the massage function will switch to the
handlebars, providing gentle relief to your
cramped fingers. Shortly after, your fingers
will drift into a Zen like sense of nothingness
and their desire for earthly tasks such as operating clutch and brake levers will dissolve
into the ether. Shortly after this, their desire
to maintain a tight grip on the bars will seem
trivial and materialistic. This state of numbness of the hand is known by some as “the
stranger”. At this point it is time to switch
back to the first massage setting.
On my bike, the use of the front brake
is likened to religion. To some, it provides
a great sense of reassurance, but it can’t be
proved to exist. If I grip the lever like I am
trying to strangle a thief, a faint noise can be
heard, like listening to a sea shell pressed
against your ear. Are we near the ocean?
Compensating by using the rear brake is
also ill-advised as it bites like that rabid dog I
kicked in Delhi.
The rear suspension setup has been broken into two sections. The first set of springs
is for the rear wheel, the second set of springs
is for the seat. I use the term “broken” as
clearly neither set of springs is for your spine.
After a short ride, your liver and kidneys will
be so rattled, you’ll think you have malaria.
The engineers at RE, designed the gearbox for the indecisive rider who is never
quite sure of what he wants to do next. This
is achieved by placing a helpful neutral gear
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between each of the 5 speeds. Did I want to
select a higher gear to overtake this bus? No,
I guess I wanted neutral. Did I want to select
a lower gear to help me up this steep rocky
track, with zero room for error? No, I guess
I wanted neutral. If at any point the engine
is under too much strain, the engineers gave
the bike some AI, to allow it to select neutral
of it’s own free will. That’s all right bike, you
just go and have a rest until you feel up to it.
The mighty power delivery, combined
with inspired gearing result in a top speed
of 80kph. Trust me, this is fast enough. High
speed cornering will result in a grinding of the
foot pegs, except that on the right side, you
will be grinding off the brake lever instead.
If all this looks like too much bike to handle, at least you can be reassured that the
Royal Enfield company has a unique commitment to the environment. They pledge that
for every litre of oil you use, they will return
half a litre back into the ground for future
generations to use. This is achieved by fitting low quality gaskets to the crank case and
gearbox housings. In the years to come, oil
wells will be drilled wherever Royal Enfields
were known to park.
But I won’t end this review on a bad note.
The bike is fitted with a huge horn. It is so
loud, that I jump with fright each time I use
it, as I fear I must have ridden into a shipping
lane. Everyone I use it on has developed tinnitus.
With thanks and acknowledgement
to an unknown author.

If undelivered, please return to 7 Glasgow St, Mosgiel, Otago, New Zealand

The Triumph Owners Motor Cycle Club New Zealand Inc.

WATOC Rally of
the Year 2019

Since the notification of this
event at our last national rally,
C
Y
2019
O
I have received an encouraging, and on-going, number
of enquiries from many overseas Triumph owners who
are seriously interested in
attending the WATOC Rally of
the Year in 2019.
John Witherington, our
Vice President, has also been
NE
busily engaged in marketing
W ZEALAND
and advertising the event on
the websites and facebook pages of as many Triumph clubs as
he can find. The response to his efforts have also been very
encouraging.
Some of the overseas responses have also included questions regarding such topics as available accommodation whilst
touring around the country, bike hire, other motorcycle events
and help with landing of the bikes at the ports of entry. Any help
with answers to question such as these would be appreciated.
I would also like to thank those members who responded to
my request in the March edition of Triumph Times for help with
organising the event. We do still need more volunteers to help
make this an unforgettable event for our overseas visitors so if
you can help in any way please let me know.
The WATOC RotY 2019 is still 4 years away, so it’s easy to
let things slide thinking that there is plenty of time for preparation, but I do believe that early planning is the key to making
this event something really special and your help is needed for
this to happen.
Ken Spall
TOMCC NZ, Otago & Southland
email: spall@callsouth.net.nz

IMPORTANT NOTE

All members with a July renewal date are asked to
make payment as soon as is convenient. If you are
unsure when your renewal date is please email me at
tomccnatsec@gmail.com
The renewal of $25 can be paid to account
02-0792-0060254-00, please put your name and
membership number as a reference. This will reduce
the time that will be required to send out 400+
renewal letters. Thank you.
Melissa Todd
Membership Secretary, TOMCC NZ
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For Sale

New, restored and more. Finished 1970 Triumph Saint project.
Assembled, needs motor and tyres. $4,500 firm. Phone Rob
Horn, 02 2309 8637

Wanted to Buy

Owners manual for a 2005 Triumph Speed Four. Does anybody
have one, or can get one. It’s a Japanese imported bike so it
was in Japanese and needs an English version. Want to know
information on bike, parts etc. If anyone can help please ring
Brendan Kelly, 027 291 7698 or 06 343 1381.

Triumph Times Editor: Ken Spall
Phone 03 489 -1740 or 021 26 99 530
Email: spall@callsouth.net.nz
7 Glasgow Street, Mosgiel Otago, 9024, New Zealand
The deadline for the next issue of Triumph Times
is 20 September 2015
DISCLAIMER

Opinions expressed in this publication are purely individual and not to
be attributed to the Triumph Owners Motor Cycle Club (NZ) Inc. as a
whole. Nor does publication imply any endorsement, either by Triumph
Owners Motor Cycle Club (NZ) Inc. or by its committee.
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